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:
Inspection Summary:

| The inspection was a routine safety inspection conducted by resident and region
| based inspectors. Areas reviewed were: licensee actions en previous inspec-

tion findings primarily concerning fire brigade training and corrective actions'

associated with the procedure non-adherence problems in September 1983; plant
-operations (shutdown mode) including Once Through Steam Generator (OTSG)
maintenance activities; licensee event reports (LER); and non-licensed
technical training. Overall control of operations and maintenance for the
shutdown mode was good. The licensee satisfactorily resolved the open issues
associated with the fire brigade training. The corrective actinn commitments related to
the procedure non-adherence problems were met. The LERs were timely, accurate
and specified adequate corrective action taken or planned. Non-licensed
technical training is established, up-to-date, thorough and apparently effec-
tive. The inspections documented in this report involve 152 inspector hours.
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DETAILS

1. Licensee Action on Previous Insoection Findings

(Closed) Unresolved Item (289/83-18-01): Licensee use of the shift main-
tenance foreman as the fire brigade leader. The licensee upgraded their
fire protection / prevention program to meet the intent of Appendix R.

Evaluation of this issue (use of maintenance foreman as fire brigade
leader) was performed by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation as doc-
umented in the attache nt memora'dum dated June 20, 1984. The assignment
of two auxiliary operatorr (AO), trained in fire protection and related-
system training as fire brigade members,-is sufficient to provide contin-
uing assessment of a fire. The shift foreman (SF), control room operator-
(CRO), or the additional A0, who acts as advisor to the fire brigade
leader, is in communication with the control room and can satisfy the
intent of Section H, Appendix R of 10 CFR 50.

In order to determine the effectiveness of current program, NRR recommend-
ed and the licensee agreed to develop fire drill scenarios to evaluate the
effectiveness of the SF, CRO, or A0 advisor in assessment of potential
damage to safety related equipment.~ Pending licensee completion of these
drill scenario, NRC Region I will review licensee critiques of fire bri-
gade drills to determine the effectiveness of the fire brigade to assess
the safety consequences of a fire for a minimum of three drill cycles.
(289/84-29-01)

(Closed) Unresolved Item (289/83-18-04): Need for licensee to provide
more " hands-on" and realistic fire protection training for fire brigade
members. In' order to provide more realistic training, the licensee con-
structed a onsite fire fighting training facility,-i.e., a " burn build-.

ing." To ensure adequate " hands-on" training, the licensee's fire engi-
neers developed formal lesson plans and drill scenarios which used the
" burn building." The licensee reported that implementation and results of
the.first exercise on September 14, 1984, proved to be an effective method
of promoting individual self confidence in the use of protective equipment
and practical " hands-on" training. Region I will inspect the adequacy of
this training as part of the total fire protection review.

(Closed) Unresolved Item (289/83-18-05): Licensee use of: (A) Walk
through exercises in lieu of practical hands-on practice and (B) Technical
Specification (TS) requirement to meet or exceed requirements of NFPA code
Section 27. Part A of this unresolved item was closed in Inspection
Report No. 289/84-06, paragraph 2.11. Part B is addressed below.

Section 6.4 of the TMI-l Technical Specification requires that the train-
ing program for the fire brigade meet or exceed the requirements of Sec-,

tion 27 of the NFPA code. However, this code contains no requirements
since "should" precedes all statements. The NRR review advises more
definitive and enforceable TS be proposed by the licensee as acted in the
attached NRC inter-office memorandum.

. .. - - - - - . - . - - - . - - - -_. - - - .. -.- - - . . . - , - - . .
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Licensee representatives initially indicated that.the Fire' Protection'
,

Plan, which includes many of the.NFPA code recommendations as' require-
ments,~are enforceable by other administrative TS. However, the licensee
:is willing to perform a Lre-review of the TS upon receipt of this report,

and' the' NRR -evaluation.

A similar problem exists for TS-requirements on fire brigade composition.
The'TS does:not-preclude a single site.-fire brigade. Although unit fire
brigades exist for TMI-1 and TMI-2, the concern is that the TMI-2 fire

. ,

brigade; which may act as backup to the TMI-1 fire brigade, is not' trained -

-in TMI-1 plant specifics. The licensee's fire protection plan commits to.
training all fire brigade members in plant specifics. The NRR review
request the licensee propose. changes to clarify the TS requirements.

,

'The licensee is agreeable to review the TS requirements upon receipt of-
this report and.the NRR evaluation. The need for revised TS'in the above

,

- areas will be handled by NRR~in the normal manner.

(Closed) Unresolved-Item (289/83-18-06): - Licensee Fire Protection Engi- ;
.

neering' Group (FPEG) annual review. of the training ' program and evaluation
of the technical content to be provided to the Manager of Training. (This
issue was not addre'ssed in the licensee's response of August-12,1983.)4

The Fire Protection Program Plan, dated January 7, 1984, indicated that
..the' licensee did incorporate additional methods for assessing the adequacy
of the training program. Section 4.6 of the plan incorporated'all of the ~ i

features contained in Section 1.3 of Appendix R of 10 CFR 50. Enclosure '7
' of the Plan, Fire Drill Scenario / Critique, also included all of the ~

| features of Sectio _n 1.3. The NRR' review provided this evaluation to
C . Region I in the attached NRC memorandum. -NRC Region-I will review the-

. licensee's implementation of this program in future inspections-<

! (289/84-29-02).
,

,; (Closed) Unresolved Item (289/83-25-01): In performing valve lineup' veri-'

|- fications for the core flood system, the inspector found one' station pro- *

) 'cedure required valves CA-V82A and CA-V828 to' be ''open" while another-

|. procedure required them " closed." The licensee issued a Procedure Change-
.

L Request (PCR) to correct the discrepancy. .The inspector reviewed the-
,

L ,, - applicable-procedures (with the PCR incorporated) and found that the
|- . licensee properly corrected the discrepancy.
L_
l. This' item, along with item 289/83-26-05 (addressed below), apparent
L _ failure to properly review procedures, were initially classified as a
L violation of NRC requirements. Further Region I review led to the '

; conclusion that the procedures (that could have been better: written)
.~ : contributed to the cited procedure nonadherence problems, and therefore,
[: they were not specifically cited.

o
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'(Closed) Violations (289/83-25-02 and 83-LO-25 and 83-LO-28): Items A.1.a
and A.l.b in Notice of Violations issued on February 29,.1984. With
respect to Item A.1.a, containment isolation valve IV-V20, which was found
not fully closed as required (due to an unnoticed mechanical interference)'
was repaired. The inspector reviewed records of a satisfactory leak rate
test parformed on March 22,'1984 that confirmed proper position of this
. valve. Also, the inspector verified that Containment Integrity Checklist
OP 1101-3, Revision 31, dated August 28,.1984, had been revised to include
checking for valve damage or obstructions which could prevent full closure

-of a valve. An engineering memorandum, dated August 3, 1984, documented
the inspection of other manual containment valves to confirm that the stem -
bushings were properly positioned.

With respect to. item A.l.b., containment isolation valve FS-V405.was not
' closed nor capped as required. The valve was oroperly repositioned. The

licensee documented a complete review of the event in an Investigation
Report on Containment Integrity Deficiencies and TS Violations, dated
September 23, 1984. Also, licensee representatives prepared Plant Inci-
dent Report 1-83-16 for the event. A Plant Incident Review Attendance
Report documents.d tne briefing of all operations personnel on the cause

.and consequences of the event.

Licensee management representatives re-verified the Containment Integrity
Checklist, OP 1101-3, during May 1984. The' inspector also reviewed the
licensee records.of disciplinary action for the persons involved in the
event. By this revicw, en in plant inspection was conducted for related
LERs 83-25 and 83-28.

(Closed) Violation (289/83-25-04): Unidentified primary system leak rate
in excess,of 1.0 gpm not classified as an Unusual Event (Item A.3 in the
Notice of Violat.fon, issued February 29,1984). The inspector verified
that the licensee modified Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure (EPIP)
1004.1, which clearly indicated that an Unusual Event be declared when
leakage exceeded the stated limits with the reactor critical. Records
showing operator briefings on this procedure change were reviewed. The
inspector also verified that the ifcensee revised Reactor Coolant System
Leak Rate Procedure, SP 1303-1.1, Revision 14, dated June 21, 1984,
clearly defines how to calculate, how to confirm, and the time allotted
for confirmation of unidentified leakage. Records showing operator train-
ing on this revised procedure were reviewed.

(Closed) Violation (289/83-25-05): Reactor Coolant Sample Valve CA-V16
not closed as required (Item A.2.c in Notice of Violation, issued February
29,1984). The inspector verified that the licensee closed sample valve

;. CA-V16 at the time of the event. Plant Incident Report 1-83-17 described
the event and the corrective actions. Records showed that the licensee-
discussed the report with Chemistry Department supervisors and techni-
cians.

i

!
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(Closed)_ Unresolved Item (289/83-26-05): Failure to properly review sta-
tion procedures (see also item 289/83-25-01). The procedure used to
inject Kr-85 into the RCS (STP No. 1-83-115, August 1983) was not adequate
in that- it did not include a check of all flow path boundary valves for
proper positions. Further, the EPIP 1004.1 and Emergency Procedure-(EP)

-1202-12 were inconsistent on when to declare an Unusual Event on an alarm
at the auxiliary building effluent monitor. The licensee replaced STP
1-83-115 with STP 1-83-117 which was subsequently used to adequately per-
formed the Kr injection process at a later time. They also revised the EP
and EPIP procedures to be consistent in declaring unusual events. The
-inspector reviewed the new procedures and found that the changes corrected
these inconsistencies.

(Closed)_ Violations (289/83-26-06 and 83-LO-19 and 83-LO-22): Items
- A.2.a, A.2.b and A.2.d in Notice of Violation, issued on February 29,
1984. Item A.2.a was leaving sample valve CA-V95 open contrary to
procedural requirements. The licensee prepared Plant Incident Report
1-83-14 which described the event and specified the corrective actions
taken. The inspector reviewed records showing a subseqtantly completed
valve lineup of the nuclear sample room was acceptable. An internal
memorandum was reviewed which indicated all chemistry technicians had been
briefed on this event. Also, records of disciplinary actions for the -
persons' involved in the event were found acceptable.

Item A.2.b was leaving gas sample bank valves CA-V47 and CA-V48 open
contrary to ..rocedural requirements. The licensee prepared Plant Incident
Report 1-83-13 describing the event and the corrective actions. The
inspector found the records showed all chemistry technicians have been
counseled relative to the consequences of this event.

Item-A.2.d, regarding taking the Condenser Off Gas System Radia' tion
Effluent Monitor RM-A5 out of service without the required authorization
from operations personnel completed as required. The inspector verified
that the licensee returned RM-A5 to service after discovery. Through
discussions with I&C and Startup and Test personnel, the inspector deter-
mined that they understood instructions for coordinating their testing and
troucleshooting activities with the shift supervisor / foreman and obtaining
any necessary permission to take equipment out of service.

By this review, an in plant inspection was conducted for LERs 83-19 and
83-22.

(Closed) Violation (289/83-26-07 Part A): Planned / Unplanned Release
Report for uncontrolled release of Kr-85 was not initiated as required by
station emergency procedures (Item A.5.a of Notice of Violation, issued on

~

February 29,1984). The inspector's_ review of Revision 17 to Administra-
tion Procedure (AP) 1044, and Revision 14 to EP 1202-12 found that the
revisions more clearly stated the reporting requirements. In addition,
the inspector verified that the licensee had re-instructed the shift super-
visors on the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 by a memorandum from
the operations manager to all shift operating crews.

J
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(Closed) Violation (289/83-26-07, Part B): Special temporary procedures
revised without the use of a PCR or Temporary Change Notice (TCN) as
required by station procedures (Item A.4 of Notice of Violation, issued
on February 29,1984). The inspector reviewed AP 1001A and determined
that the licensee had revised this procedure to give better guidance con-
cerning revisions / changes to STP's. By discussions with the PRG Chairman

*

and by a sampling and review of records, the inspector determined that the
licensee re-instructed station personnel on the proper review and approval
of STP's. Records indicated licensee station personnel have been briefed
about this event.

(Closed) Violation (289/83-26-08): Failure to make a timely report
required by 10 CFR 50.72 (Item A.5.b of Notice of Violation, issued
February 29,1984). The licensee committed to reinstruct all station per-
sonnel that could be involved with screening and determining if an event
is reportable under 10 CFR 50.72. The inspector reviewed the internal
memo that addressed this subject and choose several key individuals who
signed the memo's signoff sheet to determine if the licensee's actioc
adequately reinstructed station personnel. These personnel had a clear
understanding of the. requirements.

(Closed) Violation (289/83-28-01): Failure to implement a quality assur-
ance program for effluent monitoring using the guidance in Regulatory
Guide 4.15. The licensee committed to revise Procedure 1627, " Quality
Assurance Program for Radiological Effluent Monitoring," to incorporate
provisions for spiked sample analysis and evaluation of the results. The
inspector reviewed revised Ra'iological Procedure 1627 and noted that the
procedure revision incorporated necessary changes.

2. Plant Operations During Long Term Shutdown

2.1 Routine Review

The resident inspectors periodically inspected the facility to
assess compliance with general operating requirements of Section f
of the Technical Specifications in the following areas:

licensee review of selected plant parameters for abnormal--

trends;

plant status from a maintenance / modification viewpoint--

including plant cleanliness;

-- 1 4ensee control of ongoing and special evolutions, including
control room personnel awareness of these evolutions;

control of documents including log keeping practices;--

implementation of radiological controls; and,--

=
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. licensee implementation of the security plan including access--

controls / boundary integrity and badging practices.

The inspectors reviewed the following specific items:

Random inspections of the control room during regular and back--

shift hours were conducted which included the selected sections
of the shift foreman's log and control room operator's log for
the period September 7 - October 9, 1984, rnd selected sections

E of other control room daily logs for the period from midnight
to the time of review;

Inspections of areas outside the control room occurred-on:--

September 10, 11, 17, 20, 24, 27, October 1, 2, 3, 5, 1984;
and,

Selected licensee planning meetings.-.

2.2 Steam Generator Tubes - Rolled Plug Repairs

At the start of this inspection, rework of Westinghouse (W) rolled
plugs was in progress (refer to NRC Inspection Report 50-289/84-24).
The licensee, with assistance from Westinghouse, determined that the
torque applied to roll-in the plugs in the original installation
apparently was not within the required tolerances. The vendor re-
designed the installation tool to ensure proper control of this
parameter. Of the 1,006 installed W rolled plugs, the licensee
determined that 253 plugs required re-rolling and 25 plugs were loose
and required replacement.

c

The licensee completed the re rolling and subsequent final pull test
of the 253 plugs. During the pull tests, the licensee observed indi--
cation of movement on many re-rolled plugs. Preliminary engineering
evaluation indicates that the recorded movement was actually tool
movement and alignment when initial force was applied and not actual
plug movement. The licensee is still in the process of reviewing
these indications and NRC will subsequently review this issue as part

~

of the final review of licensee's corrective actions. The inspector.
selectively verified and observed implementation of these evolutions<

during this period which included proper mockup training in nonradio-
active areas.

The licensee is in the process of replacing the 25 plugs that pulled
out and need to be replaced. After the completion of this work, the
licensee plans to perform a drip and bubble test. These tests are
expected to be performed in mid-October. All work on the OTSG is
scheduled to be completed by November 1, 1984. This repair work will
continue to be routinely followed by the resident inspectors.
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2.3 Summary ~of Findings

Based on this sampling review of the various licensee activities, the
inspector did not identify any conditions adverse to nuclear safety
or regulatory requirements. Personnel stationed in the control room
presented a posture of overall control of daily activities, including
problem areas that needed resolution. The planning meetings indi-
cated an attempt to proceed safely'with daily activities,-including
surveillance and maintenance, and to resolve any inter-department
interface problems. Licensee upper management continued their
detailed involvement in site activities. No violations were identi-
fied.

3. Review of Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

The inspector reviewed LERs to verify that the licensee reported the
details of the event and that the licensee provided accurate information
which included adequate corrective actions. The inspector also determined
whether the licensee was to provide additional information, whether the
event involved generic implications, and whether the event warranted fur-
ther onsite followup. The inspector reviewed the following LERs:

-- LER 84-001, April 27, 1984, report dated May 5, 19?4. Relay room
floor fire barrier penetration seal no. 735 was in a deficient con-
dition. There was no sealing material inserted into the air gap.
Conduit installation was November 7, 1983. The licensee did not
establish a fire watch within one hour of the onset of the deficient
condition as required by TS. (289/84-LO-01)

LER 84-002, June 3, 1984, report dated July 3, 1984, Partial ESAS--

actuation during ESAS maintenance testing on one channel with an
unknown failed relay in another channel. These and subsequent relay
failures occurred since May 1984, subsequent to the replacement of
all ESAS relay coils. The licensee attributed the cause as binding
of the XKPM-10 magnet kit and the armature rod of the relay catching
on the coil lip. This resulted in overheating and burn out of the
coil. (289/84-LO-02)

LER 84-003, July 2,1984, report dated August 1,1984, Two penetra---

tions in the Instrument Shop floor did not have fire rated penetra-
tion seals. The seals, identified as missing, were part of the ini-
tial seal installation program. (289/84-LO-03)

LER 84-004, June 28, 1984, report dated August 7, 1984, Steam genera---

tor tube not plugged as required. Subsequent to the performance of a
bubble test on the "A" OTSG on June 25, 1984, licensee representa-
tives discovered that tube number A-135-72 was not plugged although
it was required to be plugged in June of 1983. An adjacent tube
number A-134-74, which was not required to be plugged, was discovered
plugged. (289/84-LO-04)
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LER 84-005, July 16, 1984, report dated August 15, 1984, Seismic--

qualification of diesel generator differential relays. The licensee
representatives discovered that the diesel D erator differential
relays may not be capable of withstanding a seismic event and could
result in both diesel generators being inoperable. The supplier for
TMI-1 diesel generator relays (Westinghouse) was unable to provide
documentation to show that the vendor qualified these relays.
(289/84-LO-05)

LER 84-006, July 18, 1984, report dated August 21, 1984, Inproper--

calibration of 4160V bus relays. On July 18 and 19, 1984, during the
performance of surveillance procedure, licensee representatives found
three ITS relays (ITE 27H) in the 4160V bus 1E, to be out of.calibra-
tion. The supplier (Brown Boveri) indicated they could not certify
that ITE 27H relays are capable of meeting the specified tolerances
as required by TS 3.5.3.1 since such relay use was an improper appli-
cation. (289/84-LO-06)

' The inspector concluded that the LERs were properly completed and had
acceptable data. However, due to the nature of each LER, all listed LERs

-

were selected to have an in plant review performed in subsequent NRC
inspections pending completion of licensee corrective actions.

4. Non-Licensed Technical Training

The inspector reviewed the implementation of the technical training pro-
gram to verify that the licensee conducted this type of training in accord-
ance with the approved plant procedures and regulatory requirements (ANSI
18.1-1978). Specifically, the inspector performed the review to determine
if the training achieved the following:

Training was meaningful to those individuals attending;--

The areas presented were covered accurately and sufficiently; and,--

Records were maintained which accurately reflected on-the-job and--

classroom training.

The inspector performed the following to assess technical training
implementation:

:

Interviewed selected training instructors;--

Reviewed six lesson plans (five in operations and one in maintenance;--

Reviewed training department ecords of attendance and session--

completion;
e

Audited schedules for training during 1984 training cycle seven; and,--

Attended formal classroom presentations (two for A0, two for CRO,--

one for maintenance).

-_- . ~ -. . . . -_-.- - -. . - _ - - . _ . - - - -_. - - - . . - _ - _ . -.
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Additionally, the inspector. verified that the training of shift personnel-
'(e.g.,-operations, maintenance, chemistry, etc.) is a one out of six weeks
shift rotation cycle as specified by licensee's plans / procedures.

.The--inspector noted'that some.of the lesson plans were not in the latest-
required format. The old format does not require each page to state the
' revision. The inspector noted this concern to the. training manager. :The
. licensee 1 representative stated, that as time and resources were available,
.the. lesson plans would be updated. The inspector independently reviewed -
several old lesson plans to determine if this caused any outdated material
to be taught. It is concluded that no outdated material was being
taught, but the possibility certainly existed.

In general, the inspector noted that the non-licensed training program
adequately addressed the stated objectives.

5. Fire Brigade Training Allegations

,

On June 17,-1983, a GPUN employee. expressed concerns to an NRC onsite
representative about the adequacy of fire brigade training for the TMI,

site (TMI-1 and TMI-2). The NRC Region I reviewed these concerns during
a special inspection on June 22 - 24, 1983 and July 11 - 20, 1983 (NRC
Inspection Report (IR) 50-289/83-18). Inspectors also conducted followup
inspections or reviews on these inspection findings in April 1984 (NRC
Inspection Report 50-289/84-06) and during this inspection to address
those findings with respect to licensee resolution and corrective
actions.

Below is a summary of the specific allegations and the documents to close
out.the concern.

'The residual open issues addressed in paragraph two of this report are
not directly related to the specific ~ allegations although they deal with
verifying improvement in the area of fire brigade training.

Allegation No. 1--

Drills are always announced. Fire brigade members do not start
- their work if a drill is scheduled. They congregate in the area of-

the drill so that their response time looks good. Further, 85% -
90% of the fire brigade do not know what to do during a drill.
Drills are not properly critiqued.

Resolution

The inspector. substantiated the nature of this concern, in part, as
noted in paragraph 10.1.3 and 10.3 of IR 83-18. Outstanding
inspection findings (289/83-18-05 and 83-18-06) were resolved in IR
84-06 and paragraph two of this report.

_ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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- Allegation No. 2

The important part of the training is signing the attendance sheet."

It does not matter if they participate or not, if-they sign the
sheet they are considered. qualified. Some do not:get to_ participate

-because of lack of time. At.least four of the fire brigade members
who have signed attendance sheets have done so because they were
forced.to attend the training under threat of disciplinary action.'
These personnel probably would not be able to_ function as a fire
brigade member because of their fear of fire. These individuals are
afraid to go to GPU's stress analysis because of the Gishel
affidavit. Personnel assigned to the fire brigade lack confidence
in their ability to fight a fire.

Resolution -

The inspector substantiated the nature of this concern, in part,'as.

rated in paragraphs 10.1.1, 10.~1.2, and 10.2 in IR 83-18. A
violation (289/83-18-02) on licensee's failure to properly provide

' quarterly fire brigade training and other inspection findings
I. (289/83-18-02,03,04) were resolved-in IR 84-06 and paragraph two4

of this report.

During the_ review of-the allegations, the inspector also reviewed the'

,

: Fire Protection Program which included organization and audits beside
; training aspects. An inspection finding (289/83-18-07) was-identified
'

and was resolved as noted in paragraph two of th'is re wrt. Accordingly,
i the above.noted allegations are considered.to be reso?ved by.this
{ Linspection report. N

" ~% In~ summary, fire brigade training was effec'tive'6aife'd on past' performance
~

N%of the brigades in responding:to small fire incidents normal to.any indus-
trial complex. The licensee was in the development phase of fire brigade
training' program designed to be more realistic, to provide self confidence

~

and to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R. However, inspectors.

. identified a low severity. level violation of NRC. requirements with respect
to frequency of fire brigade training. This was a result of Itcensee1

honorable-intentions to provide training for a relatively large number of
; station-personnel to enhance their response capabilities. This large

number, however, could not effectively receive proper quarterly training<

from a instructor resources viewpoint. The licensee was responsive to the
related inspector concerns identified during the above noted inspection.

The NRC staff has confidence that the licensee's fire brigade training,

program will continue to provide personnel that are adequately trained to
perform their duties in case of a fire in safety related areas of the
Efacility..

,
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6. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which information is required in order
to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, violations or. deviations.
Unresolved item (s) addressed during this inspection are discussed in
paragraph 1.

~

7. Exit Interview

The inspectors met periodically with the licensee representatives to
discuss the inspection scope and findings. At the conclusion of the
inspection on October 9, 1984,.the inspector summarized the inspection
findings to the following exit meeting attendees:

B. Leonard, Operator Training Manager
T. O'Connor, Lead Fire Protection Engineer.
S. Otto, Licensing Engineer-
R. Toole, Operations and Maintenance Director

,

5


